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Blacks, Hispanics  
and the 2000 Vote 

 
Black and Hispanic voters are customarily a tough audience for Republican presidential 
candidates, and this year is no exception: While George W. Bush has made some inroads 
into the Hispanic vote, he's running up against an issue of basic political philosophy. 
 
Whites overwhelmingly favor "smaller government with fewer services" rather than 
"larger government with many services" - a more Republican point of view. But blacks, 
and even more so Hispanics, see it differently - majorities in these groups prefer a larger 
and more service-oriented government. And thus they tend to vote Democratic. 
 
                                            Whites  Blacks  Hispanics 
Favor larger government with many services    27%     57       69 
Favor smaller government with fewer services  66      34       27 
 
Bush is doing better than usual for a Republican among Hispanics, by 10 points or so. 
But he's still losing them by 24 points. And his appeal to black voters is as slim as ever 
for a Republican presidential candidate. 
 
Among registered voters, just over eight in 10 blacks and nearly six in 10 Hispanics favor 
Al Gore in the latest ABC News/Washington Post poll, which included oversamples of 
black and Hispanic respondents. In contrast, Gore wins fewer than four in 10 whites. 
 
              Today                  1996                 1992 
          Gore  Bush  Gap     Clinton  Dole  Gap    Clinton  Bush  Gap 
Whites     39%   54   -15       43%     46   - 3      39%     40   - 1 
Blacks     83    12   +71       84      12   +72      83      10   +73 
Hispanics  59    35   +24       72      21   +51      61      25   +36 
 
 
Bush owes his competitive position to whites, who usually account for more than eight in 
10 voters. He's leading Gore by 15 points among whites; in 1992 and 1996 the 
Republican candidates won whites by just one and three points, respectively. 
 
Gore's support among blacks closely matches Clinton's performance in the last two 
elections. Among Hispanics, Bush's 24-point deficit compares to a 36-point Republican 
deficit in 1992 and Bob Dole's 51-point drubbing in 1996. Bush won nearly half of 
Hispanic voters in his last governor's race in Texas, speaks Spanish and has a nephew of 
Mexican descent who's been campaigning for him. 
 
But Hispanics are a low-turnout group. They accounted for just five percent of voters in 
the 1998 congressional elections, half their 10 percent share of all adults. This year again, 



Hispanics are less likely to be registered to vote, are not following the race as closely as 
others and are less likely to say they'll vote come Election Day. 
 
                                    Whites  Blacks  Hispanics 
 Following the election closely       51%     50       38 
 Certain to vote                      60      61       47 
 Registered to vote                   81      78       68 
 
 
PARTY ID – Blacks are the most consistently Democratic group in the electorate; about 
eight in 10 blacks call themselves Democrats or lean that way. Democrats also have a 
significant (albeit less overwhelming) edge among Hispanics. Whites split more evenly 
between the Republican and Democratic parties, 47-44 percent. 
 
                         Leaned Party ID 
                   Democrat  Republican  Independent 
   Whites             44%       47            7 
   Blacks             79        15            5 
   Hispanics          53        36            6 
   
 
PRIORITIES – When it comes to priorities on the issues, blacks diverge more sharply 
from whites than Hispanics do. Blacks (like Democrats in general) are much more likely 
to call a variety of issues “very important" in their vote, often by wide margins. 
 
Of 17 issues tested in this poll, blacks give every one a higher priority than whites do; on 
12 of the 17, the difference is in the double digits. Hispanics also show a slight  tendency 
to rate most issues as more important than whites, but it’s much less pronounced. 
 
                  “Very important to vote”  Black-White   Hispanic-White  
                   Whites Blacks Hispanics      Gap            Gap 
Women's issues       37%    68      45          +31            + 8 
Health care          69     97      84          +28            +15 
Internet privacy     55     79      68          +24            +13 
Environment          56     79      60          +23            + 4 
Education            73     93      87          +20            +14 
Gun control          56     76      56          +20              0 
Death penalty        36     55      50          +19            +14 
Supreme Court        43     60      38          +17            - 5 
Social Security      71     87      73          +16            + 2 
Taxes                63     79      68          +16            + 5 
Federal budget       58     70      53          +12            - 5 
Economy              71     82      63          +11            - 8 
Moral standards      68     77      75          + 9            + 7 
Crime                71     79      69          + 8            - 2 
Budget surplus       59     67      52          + 8            - 7 
Abortion             47     54      50          + 7            + 3 
Foreign affairs      49     55      43          + 6            - 6 
 
 
METHODOLOGY - This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone 
July 20-23, 2000, among a random national sample of 1,228 adults; oversampling 



produced final samples of 198 blacks and 184 Hispanics. The results have a three-point 
error margin for the full sample, and 7 points for the black and Hispanic subsets. Field 
work by TNS Intersearch of Horsham, Pa. 
 
Analysis by Daniel Merkle. 
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com on the Internet, at: 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/PollVault/PollVault.html 
 


